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AssrRAcr
Sharp compositional variations, evidenced by electron microprobe-analyseq occur ir
gamet crystals in chloritic schists from Pedrignano (Pary?)._ca and Mn are enriched
L th".o.ur and Mg in the edges,whereas Fe is depleted both in the_cores-andin the
oute! rims. The unuiual sharpn-essof the compositional zoning brings about fhe spliming,
besides the broadening, of the difiractions from powdered individual crystals.

DsscnrPrroN

oF THE SeMprss

The samplesused for this researchare from the Mineralogical Museum
of the university of Parma and are labelled as occuring in Pedrignano
(Parma). They consistof garnet-bearingchloritic schis* in which garnets
appearirregularly scatteredabout 30/6 by volume of the rock ; this is only
an approximate value since the modal counting is afrected by the widely
varyng size of garnet crystals ; the remaining part of the rock is entirely
chlorite with a disseminatedmagnetite.
Cnr.onrrs
Chlorite occurs as dark green flakes sometimes arranged in radial
aggregatesand characterized,by high pleochrcism (Y : very light green,
almostcolourless;o - B : emeraldgreen), low birefringenceand positive
optic sign. The refractive index o - P : 1.617:t 0.002 was measurd by
the immersion method (Na light) acrounting for the variations in difierent
flakc. The specific gravity, measurd with a Westphal balance by suspension in CHBr" and CHrI, solutions,is 2.87 -r 0.02; the averageol several
measutementson flakesfrom two separationsby isodynamicseparator.
From optical and specific gravity data, this chlorite would be classified
as prochbriiie accordingto Troqer (1951), whereas it would be considered as corundophilite using the classificationby Hey (1954) in Deer
et aI. (1962).
The lattice constantscalculated from difrractometric data (FeKo/Mn
radiation) are:
: 14.14-+ 0.02A (from diffractions 003, 004, 005)
dnn,
b - 9.25.A (from diffraction060).
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In order to obtain the distribution coefiicient for Fe and Mg and the
partition ratios for other elements between coexisting chlorite and garnet,
chemical determinationswere carried,out on total Fe as (Feo), Mgo,
cao and Mno in chlorite purified by hand using the stereomicros*p"
magnetic isodynamic and density separations.The results are
"ftu"
1wt. yo1 :
FeO (total) 21.0,MgO 20.7,CaO < 0.0S,MnO 0.12.
GenNsr
The crystals,isodiametricbut never clearly euhedral, vary in d,iametgr
g"ur- wide range up to 6-7 mm, their colour is constantly trownish red.
" sections the light
In thin
pink colour fades slightly from core to dges.
Inclusions consistingonly of chlorite, iron oxides and hydroxide, quara
and muscovite, are extremely scanty and scattered at rand.om. sometimes
chlorite veinlets cross the garnet crystals, which appear always perfectly
isotropic.
The refractive index was measured by the immersion method in a
solution of stannic iodid,e in methylen" iodidu saturated with sulphur.
significant systematic difierences were not found, neither between the
rims and cores od individual chystals, or among difierent crystals. The
mean value 1.805:l 0.004 may be consideredrepresentativg accuunting
for the experimental errors.
Chemical cornpositinn
1
Material for a complete
_chemicalanarysis was prepared.by crushing
gamet crystals,sieving and handling the portion in the r*g" oi 0.25-0.06
mm wiJh density and magnetic techniques the finar purification was
";
accomplishedby hand at the stereomicroscope.
The weight percent values of the oxides are reported together with the
percentagesof end members and the atomic pr{r"tio*
on the
lnolecular
basisof 12 oxygensin Table 1.
Micr oprobe investigation
Thin sectionsof the almandine from pedrignano were studied on the
electron microprobe at the Department of Geoiogy and Mineralogy, uni-

--;

Th

.thods used in chemical anarysisof garnet and chlorite were
-Jowimetric
as follows:
tol,sjpz ; volumetric
(accordinito pratt-HilebrLd)- ;
.b'_
l{
ror
mrar
ron
"s]:y1Tqi: (l-Iu phenantroline),-Mno(oxidationto-Mnz+ by ammonicpenulphate),
Tio-2-(tiron) ; atomic absorptionfor Al2os, cao ;d lago. ,{""ry"J;"#e
dried ar
l10ec.
The
magnetic
separations
were carried out by Franu rI isodynamicseparator,
-,- ]
15" forward and,25" side-tilt.
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versity of Oxford. Chart recorder trac€s in Fig. I refer to trave$€s across
two crystals of ca. 1,400y. and 2,000p respectively. In Fig. la the compositionai variations appear perfectly symmetric, whereas in lb they are
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' As FeO may be low owing to incomplete attaclq the highest value was chosen in
a set of repeat determinations.
, We placed Ti in the R3+ $oup according to Deer et al. (1962) neglecting it in
t"he calculation of the end-member proportions.
3 Andratite calculated by Fe2Os and grossularite by rmaining CaO.
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clearly skew. In all casesa very smooth and small decreasefrom rims to
core appearsfor Mg and a stronger increaseboth for Ca and Mn, whereas
Fe behavesmore irrpgularly. Increasein Ca and Mn occurs abruptly in the
first ong gradually in the second diagram, reaching 'oplateau" - values
in the core. We decided, however, to use the charts only for qualitative
zoning infonnation, since calculations for quantitative values would require
large corrections for the efiects of atomic number, secondaryfluorescence,
massoLsorptionoetc. to obrtainsomereliability.
The Mn-enrichment toward the core agrees with findings by Harte
& Henley (1966),Hollister (1966),Blackbum (1969), Brown (1969) and
Hietanen (1969), whereasthe op'positebehaviour of Mg is in agreement
with evidencegathered by Dudley (1969), Harte & Henley (1966) and
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Ftc. 1. Electron microprobe chart recorder traces on two crystals ; a (top)
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Frc. 2. Difiractometer records of two magnetic fractions from an individual crystal:
a (left) not magnetic at 0.40 amp; b magnetic at 0.40 amp.
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Frc. 3. Distribution of a values from powder photographs on very small crystall fragments.
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other authors. The remarkable increase of Ca toward the core is perhaps
the most interesting feature of these garnets, as Brown (1969) says that
"many garnets are zoned strongly in Fe and Mn but not in Ca". The Ca
trend we found is in agreement with the plots reported by Harte & Henley
(1966), although thse authors declare that this element, (as Mg too), may
eitlrer increase or decreasg whereas Hietanen (1969) states that Ca
generally behaves contrary to Mn, though much more irregularly.
Whereas Hietanen (1969) observed Fe to remain fairly constan! Harte
& Henly (1966), Hollister (1966) and Brown (1969) found that it
increased toward the edges. In our diagrams, going from core to edges,
total iron increases first, then decreases at the outer rims. This could be
related to an opposite behaviour of Fel+ and Fe'+, with a decreasing trend
fo.r the first toward the core (see Mg) and for tlre second toward the edges ;
a sympathetic variation for Ca and Fes+ is actually in agreement with
crystal chemical features of gamets. In the hypothesis of opposite trends,
occurring smoothly for Fe3+ and somewhat abruptly for Fd+, a diagram
would result, by overlapping, quite close to the experimental one,

X-nev Sruurs
Diffractometer
Diffractometer records have been carried out on powders from individual crystals and also on two difierent magnetic fractions of ,powdered
single crystals. In agreement with the electron microprobe data, diffractions
are always remarkably broad and, from 521 onward, appear clearly
split into two peaks. By comparing the records of two difierent magnetic
fractions from an individual crushed crystal, variations appear in the intensity ratio of the two peaks of each diffraction (Fig. 2 a and b). This proves
that the magnetic separations cause at least a partial separation of materials with diserent chemical eomposition : a further magnetic separation
was not achieved, possibly due to the total Fe depletion both in the core
and in the outer rims.
From the diffractometer records on powders from individual crystals,
two sets of a values were obtained, deflnitely different from one another,
by reading the Bragg angle in reference to the two distinct peaks of each
broad difiraction, i.e. 11.533-r 0.003 and 11.593 -F0.004 respectively
(Table I and Fig. 3).
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Powder photographs
Powder photographs were taken by FeKa/Mn radiation on fragments
smaller than /g mm, randomly chosen by crushing three crystals from a
single rock hand-strrecimen1.
The results obtained can be split also in this case into two sets,
averaging 11.531 -r 0.005 and 11.591 -r'0.007 respectively,both with symmetric distribution pattern (Fig. 3, and Table 1). In particular, powder
photographs of a fragment from the rims and another from the core,
picked by hand from a microscope slidg gave values close to 11.53 and
11.59 respectively.
The a averages from films agree quite well with those from difiractometer (Table l).The wider ranges obtained for photographic values are
obviously due to the fact that the fragments were chossr at random'
whereas the difiractometer readings were accomplished in reference to the
lwo distinct peaks of each split difiraction, corresponding to the two more
abundant compositions.

Suvruanv exp Coscl-usroxs
Electron microprobe invatigations evidence sharp compositional variations in almanditic garnets of chloritic schists frorn Pedrignano. The Mnimpoverishment towards the rims, in agreement with mos't findings on
zoned garnets and possibly to be related to Mn-depletion from the equilibrium system during their growth (Brown 1969) is here almost sharp,
whereas Mg shows an opposite behaviour, increasing smoothly towards the
edges.
The most peculiar feature is, however, the very strong and sharp
enrichment of Ca in the corc, which could possibly be related to the
lack of minerals other than chlorite and gamet in the rock.
The depletion of total iron both in the rims and irl the cores is to be
related to the Fe2+-Mg diadochy in the rims, whereas in the cores a
higher impoverishment of Fe'+ by the Ca and Mn'+ diadochy possibly is
partially counterbalanced by Fe3+ proxying for Al.
1 For this purpose both a mnventional camera (Siemens, 57.3 mm in diameter) and
a Gandolfl camera (same diameter, Garvoorrr 196?) were used, the latter using -single
grains down to 30p.'The a values were calculated by extrapolating to Q = 90o the regression line t/2 @as20/0 * ms, 0/sin Q; / a n the case o,f the conventional crmera;
in which absorption is negligible on a@ount of t]re small specifor the Gandolfi
""*"ra,
were obtained by reading at high Bragg angles, where th9 qr md
mens used, a values
q,2 diffraciions are clearly resolved. The photographs taken by the Gandolfl camera
show lines rernarkably sharpero in agreement with the compositional homogeneity of the
extremely small samples used.
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In this schemeall the diadochiesin the core occur with increasein ionic
radius, which results in a strong enhancementof the cell edge values
'powdered
therein. 7,onng being strong and sharp, difiractions from
individual crystals appear clearly split at higher anglc.
In our casethe refractive index is not indicative of zoning, its overall
constancy being possibly accountedfor by the balancing efiects of the low
Mg enrichment in the rims of a higher Ca and Mn proxying for Fd+ in
the cores,since the Mg diadochy is much more efiective in lowering the
refractiveindex of almandine than Ca and Mn.
fu regards the partitioning of elements between chlorite and gamet,
the only minerals ol these chlorite schistsocalcium, manganeseand total
iron aie highly enriched in garnet, whereas magnesiumis impoverished.It
must h borne in mind, however,that, on the ground of microprobedata,
even within the limits of qualitative comparisons,the amount by whidr
Ca and Mn decreasein individual crystalsfrom the core toward the rims
is higher than when passing from the same rlms to the surrounding
chlorite flakes.
On the whole then it obviously follows that, as warned by Harte &
Henley (1966), the interpretation of bulk chemical compositionin reference to metamorphic grades must be approachedwith caution, especially
when a sharp compositionalvariation occurs,as in this case.
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